[na•nook]
Inuit for “polar bear”

Inspired by the polar bear, NANUK by Plasticase is mission ready and designed to perform even in the harshest of environments.

NANUK. The evolution of protection.
™

For over 20 years Plasticase has been providing
carrying and transport solutions to professionals,
technicians and sportsmen around the world.

NANUK cases are designed to protect the most
sensitive equipment in the harshest environments.
Whether transporting your gear through the Amazon
jungle or across the planet’s most punishing
terrain, every detail of NANUK has been refined
and perfected to offer the utmost in protection and
performance. From our high-impact NK-7™ resin to our
PowerClaw™ latches, NANUK has been engineered
and manufactured to stringent military specifications
to surpass the needs of the most demanding users.
These virtually indestructible, lightweight, watertight

cases offer the ultimate grade of protection in a
variety of sizes, configurations and colors.
Complimented by a large selection of optional
accessories and an incredible degree of customizability,
NANUK is the best choice to move your equipment
in complete security. Whether transporting valuable
equipment around the world or simply protecting
sensitive tools in the urban jungle, NANUK is up to
the challenge.
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We stand behind NANUK and we guarantee it for life.
™
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Features
NANUK comes loaded with innovative features.
Countless hours of research and development went
into defining the requirements for NANUK. The result
is a line of cases that are equipped to meet today’s
challenges. Responding to feedback from professionals
in various fields, NANUK is the evolution of traditional
protective cases.

NANUK has also been designed to adapt as your needs
change. Many features that are optional on other cases
are standard on NANUK. By integrating attachment
features into the case at the design stage, you can
easily add a shoulder strap or a panel kit without
modifying the case with holes or additional hardware.
The attachment features are already there when you
need them.

The NANUK™ advantage
Padlockable
Waterproof
Impact resistant NK-7 resin
Soft grip foldable handle

NANUK was built with performance and expandability in mind.
™

Powerclaw latching system
Integrated lid stay
Stainless steel 304 hardware
Integrated bezel system
Stackable
Lifetime guarantee
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Waterproof

Impact Resistant
NK-7 resin
™

Water and dirt are the enemies of sensitive
equipment. NANUK has been engineered to
ensure that your equipment stays dry and
functional regardless of the weather conditions.

Waterproof seal

The waterproof seal used in all NANUK cases
is custom designed to fit our cases. The hollow
core design prevents material deformation or
fatigue of the seal to ensure a watertight seal
that will last.

Automatic pressure release valve

Changes in altitude and geographic location
creates a vacuum which can effectively seal a
case shut. NANUK’s integrated auto-pressure
valve equalizes this atmospheric pressure
difference. Using state-of-the-art technology,
the micro vent allows air to pass through while
preventing water from entering.
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NANUK was designed with one objective in
mind: survival. With rounded corners, thick wall
construction and oversized details, NANUK is
built to absorb the shocks without damaging the
case or more importantly your contents.
Based on Plasticase’s years of experience
in the plastics industry, our new NK-7 resin
was developed specifically for the demanding
conditions that NANUK will be exposed to. Highly
impact resistant, lightweight, and rugged, our
NK-7 resin can withstand nature’s extremes.

Certification
The PowerClaw Latching System (patent pending)
used on all NANUK cases is engineered to keep
your case closed during the toughest of missions.
The PowerClaw clamps the case tightly closed
using compressive force while the integrated
slide lock prevents the case from opening during
transport or when dropped. The super tough
nylon construction ensures your precious items
remain safely inside the case no matter where
the journey takes you.

NANUK is tough and durable, but don’t just take
our word for it. All 7 NANUK cases were tested by
an independent testing laboratory for compliance
with the following standards;
ATA Specification 300 Category 1 Impact
ASTM D-4169 DC-18 Drop
ASTM D-4169 DC-18 Vibration
ASTM D-4169 DC-18 Rainfall
MIL-STD-810F Immersion
IP 67 Ingress protection
All 7 NANUK sizes were awarded certification
after successfully completing the tests.
Visit www.nanuk.com to find out more.
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905

915

Exterior dimensions
L12.5" × W10.1" × H6.0"
L318mm × W257mm × H152mm

Exterior dimensions
L15.8” × W12.1” × H6.8”
L401mm × W307mm × H173mm

Interior dimensions
L9.4" × W7.4" × H5.5"
L239mm × W188mm × H140mm

Interior dimensions
L13.8” × W9.3” × H6.2”
L351mm × W236mm × H157mm

Weight (empty)
3.3 lbs | 1.5kg

Weight (empty)
4.4 lbs | 2.0kg

Lid depth
1.4" | 36mm

Lid depth
2.1” | 53mm

Base depth
4.1" | 104mm

Base depth
4.1” | 104mm

Available colors

Available colors

Certifications
ATA 300
ASTM D4169
Mil-std-810f
IP67 Rating

Certifications
ATA 300
ASTM D4169
Mil-std-810f
IP67 Rating

Meets airline carry-on regulations.

Meets airline carry-on regulations.
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920

925

Exterior dimensions
L16.7" × W13.4" × H6.8"
L424mm × W340mm × H173mm

Exterior dimensions
L18.7” × W14.8” × H7.0”
L475mm × W376mm × H178mm

Interior dimensions
L15.0" × W10.5" × H6.2"
L381mm × W267mm × H157mm

Interior dimensions
L17.0” × W11.8” × H6.4”
L432mm × W300mm × H163mm

Weight (empty)
5.1 lbs | 2.3kg

Weight (empty)
6.2 lbs | 2.8kg

Lid depth
2.1" | 53mm

Lid depth
2.1” | 53mm

Base depth
4.1" | 104mm

Base depth
4.25” | 108mm

Available colors

Available colors

Certifications
ATA 300
ASTM D4169
Mil-std-810f
IP67 Rating

Certifications
ATA 300
ASTM D4169
Mil-std-810f
IP67 Rating

Meets airline carry-on regulations.

Meets airline carry-on regulations.
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930

940

Exterior dimensions
L19.8” × W16.0” × H7.6”
L503mm × W406mm × H193mm

Exterior dimensions
L21.7” × W16.9” × H8.5”
L557mm × W429mm × H216mm

Interior dimensions
L18.0” × W13.0” × H6.9”
L457mm × W330mm × H175mm

Interior dimensions
L20.0” × W14.0” × H8.0”
L508mm × W356mm × H203mm

Weight (empty)
7.1 lbs | 3.2kg

Weight (empty)
8.4 lbs | 3.8kg

Lid depth
2.1” | 53mm

Lid depth
2.1” | 53mm

Base depth
4.75” | 121mm

Base depth
5.9” | 150mm

Available colors

Available colors

Certifications
ATA 300
ASTM D4169
Mil-std-810f
IP67 Rating

Certifications
ATA 300
ASTM D4169
Mil-std-810f
IP67 Rating

Meets airline carry-on regulations.
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945

Colors

Exterior dimensions
L25.1” × W19.9” × H8.8”
L638mm × W505mm × H224mm
Interior dimensions
L22.0” × W17.0” × H8.2”
L559mm × W432mm × H208mm
Weight (empty)
10.6 lbs | 4.8kg
Lid depth
2.1” | 53mm
Base depth
6.1” | 155mm
Available colors

Certifications
ATA 300
ASTM D4169
Mil-std-810f
IP67 Rating

Black

Graphite

Olive

Silver

Orange

Yellow

Whether you need to blend in or stand out, NANUK’s
six standard colors give you the choice.
Custom colors are also available with minimum
quantities required. Contact us for further details.

Meets airline carry-on regulations.
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Accessories

These accessories are available for all case sizes.

Patented Aircell™
technology
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TSA padlocks

Shoulder strap

Cubed Foam

Padded dividers

TSA padlocks offer the security of a padlock but
can easily be opened and inspected by airport
security and then locked again. A visual indicator
lets you know when the case has been opened
with a TSA key.

Our neoprene shoulder strap incorporates Aircell™
comfort technology to reduce fatigue when
transporting your case. The shoulder strap can
easily be attached to all NANUK cases without any
additional hardware.

Made of high quality polyurethane foam, the multilayered set of customizable inserts includes a
pre-scored removable layer. This layer consists
of foam squares that can be removed in various
configurations to accommodate the contents of
the case. This solution is ideal if you are seeking
a quick and easy way to protect and organize your
items.

If you require compartmentalized protective
organization of your components or equipment, our
padded dividers are the right choice. Easily tailored
to your needs with repositionable tongue and
groove fasteners, our padded dividers are designed
to easily organize and protect your equipment.
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Accessories
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Services

These accessories are available for all case sizes.

Waterproof panel kit

Custom printing

A panel kit can easily be added to any of our
cases thanks to our integrated bezel system.
Included in our waterproof panel kit is a
contoured 3/16" thick polycarbonate panel
with mounting screws and an adhesive backed
die-cut waterproofing gasket.

What better way to make your mark than to
have your company’s logo or product branding
printed in color on our cases? Simply send
us your artwork and our experienced graphic
designers will work with you to convey your
message in the most effective and unique
way.
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Services
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Custom foam

Custom panel kit

If your application requires a customized
solution, specifically adapted to the contents
of your case, a custom foam interior is the
way to go. Let our experienced team of case
interior specialists help you optimize the layout
of your components to ensure the utmost
protection of your products and equipment.

Not just a case: our case interior specialists
can help you incorporate your electronic
instruments into NANUK. With our integrated
panel kit system you can take full advantage
of our OEM housing solution. Simply provide
us with your equipment specifications and
we will develop an innovative portable unit
tailored specifically to your needs.
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Applications
Not just a case: our case interior specialists
can help you incorporate your electronic
instruments into NANUK. With our integrated
panel kit system you can take full advantage
of our OEM housing solution. Simply provide
us with your equipment specifications and
we will develop an innovative portable unit
tailored specifically to your needs.

Law Enforcement

Photography

Search and Rescue

Diving

Commercial/Industrial

Military

THE EVOLUTION OF PROTECTION

Printed in Canada.

